
How to support us: get involved and start organizing material for the action days in August!

In particular, we need:

Dust protection overalls: The signature white overalls of Ende Gelände will, of course, be with us 
this year as well! Images showing several thousand people in white overalls sitting on rail tracks, 
marching down into the pit or blocking diggers carry a strong message and are easy to remember. 
This year, we will again need several thousand of these overalls with our logo on them. This amount
of overalls is difficult to prepare in the camp. Therefore, please let us know if as a local Ende 
Gelände or any other group you are willing to get and prepare the overalls for yourselves (or other 
people) in larger numbers. By the way, painting sessions are also a nice way of mobilizing people 
for Ende Gelände!

Old sheets for banners: We need bed sheets, duvet covers and pillowcases. For painting banners, 
for using them as protection against the sun with a message – they are useful in many ways. And 
there are also many used sheets out there. In hospitals, hotels, youth hostels. Call them, inquire 
politely, find some sheets – and get in touch with us. 

Comfort food for activists: The action logistics team has a dream: a lorry full of chocolate bars, 
nuts and other comfort food for activists. Vegan, organic, fair and yummy. But how do we get there?
By asking you that some of you take care of the matter and start inquiring in your preferred organic 
shops. Or online shop or organic retail company, wherever. Together, we might manage to gather a 
truck load full! And again, before starting please get in touch so that there is at least a degree of 
coordination.

Do you have some unused smart phones sitting in some drawer, with a functional battery? We 
would like to do more communication via smart phones this year and would need a few more 
devices, which we do not want to buy, however. 

Canopies for our info points: Please ask your preferred do-it-yourself shop, whether they would 
like to support Ende Gelände. Or maybe there is one in the basement of your grandparents, waiting 
to be used? It is important, though, that they are complete and functional. And, to be honest, from 
our experience these things have a rather short life span at Ende Gelände – so you would have to 
given them to us as a present, rather then lending them to us J

Banners with a message for our info points: Also a nice mobilization event: let’s get together and 
paint a few banners (English is OK). You can take them with you again after the action and use 
them locally. We recommend not to put any dates on them, in order to be able to re-use them later.

If you have obtained any of the above materials or are willing to do so, please get in touch with us 
so that we can coordinate: 

aktionslogistik@ende-gelaende.org

Ideally, you would bring the material tot he camp yourself and hand it over to us at the action 
logistics tent. However, if this is not feasible, get in touch and we will let you know where to send it
or if we have any knowledge about a vehicle coming from near your place which could transport 
some stuff.
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